
Knife grade Tixo is a high viscosity polyester adhesive used to vertically or horizontally repair, rebuild, 
bond, and fill. Knife grade Tixo is very smooth in consistency and will cure shiny, is very polishable and 
colors easily to match the stone. It cures fast and bonds extremely strong. Cures in lower temperatures. 
Not suitable for temperatures below 32°. Recommended for interior use.  

Glydex is an anti-stain, water and oil proof sealer for granite and similar stone. Water based, Glydex is completely 
free of organic solvent (VOC free). Glydex operates on the surface of the stone. Glydex fills the microporosities of 
the stone to prevent liquids from penetrating the material yet remains permeable to vapours, allowing the stone 
to breathe and keep the characteristics of the stone unchanged. Glydex has an excellent drop property and it is 
an excellent anti-graffiti: a permament marker is easily removable. Does not create a superficial film and will not 
change color of the stone. UV stable.

Brilliant colors. Perfect consistency for mixing. Twistlock spill proof cap to 
prevent leakage. Specifically designed nozzle for small amounts of color per 
drop...a little goes a long way. Individual colors available in 2.5 oz. or 10 oz. 
bottles. For polyester and epoxy glue. Indoor or outdoor use. 

The Weha 2” x 2” Vacuum Brazed Zero Tolerance Wheel Coarse grit with 5/8”-11 thread is excellent for shaping and dressing 
up granite and natural stone. The great advantage of using Vacuum Brazed Zero Tolerance Cutters is that they will not lose 
their shape, they can be used dry or wet with the center water feed holes.They offer virtually chip free stock removal. Because 
the Weha 2” Zero Tolerance cutter is small in diameter, it reaches into those tight corners for very tight, smooth grinding. Zero 
Tolerance wheels are much safer than using Silicon Carbide Cup wheels. The best choice for use on by hand tool or with a radial 
arm with no template. Max RPM: 4000. Part #30205

The Weha Rubber Diamond Turbo Cup wheel is ultimately the smoothest running diamond cup wheel produced. The Weha 
Rubber Diamond Cup Wheel has traditional diamond segments. Built with a specially designed rubber that separates the 
diamonds from the aluminum thread, it completely absorbs all vibration from the tool and the stone. Excellent on granite, 
marble, Quartzite and Engineered stone. Less operator fatigue  Allows grinders to last longer. Can be used wet or dry. 
Max 10,000 rpm. Part #50250

Weha 2” Coarse Grit Diamond Zero Tolerance Drums are Premium quality zero tolerance wheels that perform with the best 
brand names in the industry. Each individual Zero Tolerance Wheel is perfectly balanced to make sure it runs true with no 
bouncing. As an aggressive stock removal tool, the Weha Resin Filled Zero Tolerance Wheel is designed to rapidly remove 
stock to get the counter top to the exact line needed for polishing or shaping. Although made with an aggressive bond, the 
resin in the Weha Zero Tolerance wheel will keep the stone smooth with drastically reduced chipping and blowouts. The 
Weha Resin Filled Zero Tolerance wheels are so much safer than using the Silicon Carbide stones. Part #30211

The Weha 5” Vacuum Brazed Contour Blade is designed specifically for marble 
and other soft stones. Perfect for cutting vanity bowls. diamonds extend a 
full 1 1/4” down the blade for easy bowl cutting and tight radius cuts. Very 
aggressive. Great life Vacuum Brazed for life and speed. 7/8-5/8 included.
Part #50510

Weha Vacuum Brazed Marble Blade is designed specifically to work on marble, limestone, travertine, and other soft stones 
for a virtual chip free cut. New patented Vacuum Brazing Technology. Drastically longer life. Extremely fast, aggressive 
cut.  Part #5125090

TENAX GLYDEX

WEHA 2” X 2” VACUUM BRAZED ZERO TOLERANCE WHEEL 

WEHA 4” RUBBER TURBO DIAMOND CUP WHEEL - COARSE

WEHA 2” X 1 5/8” ZERO TOLERANCE - COARSE

WEHA 5” VACUUM BRAZED MARBLE CONTOUR BLADE

WEHA 5” X 7/8” ARBOR VACUUM BRAZED MARBLE BLADE

TENAX UNIVERSAL COLOR KIT - 10 PC

TENAX TIXO

1 Liter: 1MTGLIDEX
200 Ml: 1MTGLIDEX200

1H3584ASET

1 Liter: 1CAA00BL60
4 Liter: 1CAA00BL70
17 Kg:  1CAA00BL80

TENAX HARDENER
6 oz.: 1PAA00VC90

Gel Time: 3-4 min
Tacky Free Time: Approx. 25-35 min
Working Time: 60-80 min.
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